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ABSTRACT

A lot of classification algorithms are available in the area of data mining for solving the same kind of problem with a little guidance for recommending the most appropriate algorithm to use which gives best results for the dataset at hand. As a way of optimizing the chances of recommending the most appropriate classification algorithm for a dataset, this paper focuses on the different factors considered by data miners and researchers in different studies when selecting the classification algorithms that will yield desired knowledge for the dataset at hand. The paper divided the factors affecting classification algorithms recommendation into business and technical factors. The technical factors proposed are measurable and can be exploited by recommendation software tools.
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1. INTRODUCTION

There is a lot of raw data stored in business organizations databases, and with the progressively competitive markets and computers capabilities, businesses find themselves faced with the massive amount of data stored and the need to identify patterns, correlations, and predictive information that business experts may miss. Data mining is the field that helps business experts make better decisions based on the discovered patterns and relationships in the data available.

One key data mining task is classification, where it addresses the problem of assigning the unit of analysis of a dataset to target classes to help in more accurate predictions. There are different categories of classification algorithms. But, any classification algorithm needs one or more fields to be used as predictors, and a target field to predict.

To stay on track in a data mining project, a standard methodology or a list of best practices has to be followed. Efforts were made to use a standard data mining methodology that will guide the implementation of different data mining tasks, [1]. The most popular methodologies followed by researchers are CRISP-DM: Cross-industry standard process for data mining and SEMMA: Sample, Explore, Modify, Model, and Assess. CRISP-DM was founded by the European Strategic Program on Research in Information Technology, while SEMMA was developed by SAS Institute. Both of these methodologies have well-defined phases for modelling the data by an algorithm and evaluating the model after being created. Also, the first methodology; KDD: Knowledge Discovery in Database was adopted for years by data scientists. During modelling, there are several algorithms that could be used to perform the same data mining task and still produce different results. For example, to address a classification problem, one may choose from many algorithms, neural nets, where it has a lot of variants and considered as a black box model, another option is C5.0 and CHAID, which are considered as decision tree algorithms, last but not
least, one can choose to use a statistical model with all its assumptions about the data. Given the findings, the tested models are ranked according to criteria such as model accuracy or time complexity. Later on, models with high quality are evaluated according to how the data mining results achieve the business goals.

In Table 1, all the phases of the three methodologies mentioned are presented. None of these methodologies defined explicitly a phase for assessing the dataset in hand along with the algorithms available to select the most appropriate algorithm for addressing a data mining task before modelling. This introduces the challenge of selecting the most appropriate algorithm for a data mining task depending on evaluation criteria. For example, classification task, some algorithms provide highly accurate results, but interpretability could have higher priority than accuracy, in this case, other algorithms should be considered.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Knowledge Discovery in Database - KDD</th>
<th>Sample, Explore, Modify, Model, and Assess - SEMMA</th>
<th>Cross-industry standard process for data mining - CRISP-DM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pre KDD</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Business Understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection</td>
<td>Sample</td>
<td>Data Understanding</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pro processing</td>
<td>Explore</td>
<td>Data Preparation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transformation</td>
<td>Modify</td>
<td>Modelling</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Data Mining</td>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Evaluation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interpretation/Evaluation</td>
<td>Assessment</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Post KDD</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Deployment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As per the no-free-lunch theorem [3], it is not expected to identify a single algorithm that performs best on all datasets. Rather, researchers have aimed to study and evaluate the factors considered when selecting an appropriate data mining algorithms and offer guidelines to non-experts as well as researchers. The algorithm selection problem was described by Rice, [2], and multiple systems have been developed since. These systems perform algorithm selection based on different factors. Depending on these factors one or more algorithms are selected as most appropriate for the dataset at hand. The system’s selection is justified by evaluating the performance of the selected algorithm(s) compared to the other algorithms depending on some criteria, like accuracy.

Most of the approaches followed by researchers to determine these factors relied on the concept of meta-learning. Where data characteristics were calculated and grouped into simple or general measurements, information theoretic measurements and discriminant analysis measurements. In these studies, the predictors were the data characteristics and the target was the algorithm the performs best on these data. Other researchers combined algorithms characteristics along with data characteristics to find out the most appropriate algorithms.
Land marking is another source of dataset characterization. Land marking concept is to exploit the information obtained on samples of the dataset. The accuracy results from these dataset samples act as the characteristics of the dataset and are referred to as sub-sampling landmarks. These characteristics are then used to guide in the selection of an appropriate classification algorithm for the dataset of interest [4].

This paper provides a survey of the different factors considered by researchers and business experts when selecting the most appropriate algorithm for the data at hand. This survey groups different factors into categories, and shows the importance of each category depending on the related studies.

2. RELATED WORK

In this section, some of the work and studies were done which are related to the problem of selecting the most appropriate classification algorithm for a particular dataset were briefly covered.

As known, each classification algorithm has its own advantages, disadvantages and assumptions, also known that each dataset has its own characteristics, which doesn’t always satisfy the assumptions of a classification algorithm.

One approach to tackle the problem of selecting the most appropriate classification algorithm for a dataset is to follow brute force approach; apply all available classification algorithms on the dataset at hand and select the classification algorithm that provides the most suitable results (depending on the evaluation criteria). Following the brute force approach would waste a lot of resources. As a result, researchers study the factors that affect the selection of the appropriate classification algorithm for a dataset and produce tools to recommend the most appropriate classification algorithm for a dataset.

Several studies have proposed the factors and proposed different techniques for dataset characterization to tackle the problem.

[7] proposed a conceptual map of the common knowledge models techniques and intelligent data mining techniques recommender tool based on some dataset characteristics. There was no study carried out to show on which basis were these dataset characteristics used.

In [8], based on the characteristics of datasets and the performance of classification algorithms, mapping between the datasets and the benchmark performance of different classifiers is carried out. K-similar datasets are returned and then ranking of classification algorithms is done so that a classification algorithm is recommended for the dataset at hand.

A subset of the dataset meta-features/characteristics was used without a mention of why this specific subset was favoured over the rest of available meta-features.

Statlog [10], considered different meta-features in the study and some non-technical factors affecting the classification algorithm selection problem as well. New dataset characteristics extraction approaches like model-based and land marking weren’t considered.

Although in [18] exhaustive study has been carried out to evaluate the meta-features all together, other non-technical factors weren’t discussed.
[19] proposed Algorithm Selection Tool (AST) based on Case-Based Reasoning. Data Characterization Tool (DCT) developed by Guido Lindner and Robert Engels was used to computes data characteristics. All the dataset characteristics extracted were used as is. No study of the impact of different factors on the selection process was carried out.

[35] carried out a survey for meta-learning with landmarking. The current studies and work related to Land marking in meta-learning were reviewed and presented. The survey didn’t consider the other approaches used in meta-learning.

After reviewing the papers in the literature, the following limitations were found. None of the papers considered all the meta-features as well as the business/non-technical factors. The work was done to produce a classification algorithm recommendation tool used only a subset of the dataset meta-features. It was never mentioned explicitly on what basis was this subset selected.

3. FACTORS CATEGORIZATION

This section provides a categorization of the factors considered when selecting the appropriate classification algorithm as reported in the literature. The goal is simply to summarize and present current views.

The literature on classification algorithms and factors affecting the selection of the appropriate algorithm for the dataset at hand was conducted to give insights into how the data miners select an algorithm to use in classification tasks. The authors mentioned the factors used, others mentioned the relevant importance of these factors according to the conducted studies. The analysis of these factors allowed the induction of a categorization tree of factors that can be taken into account when selecting the most appropriate classification algorithm for a dataset.

After defining the data mining task, it’s time to select the most appropriate algorithm for this task. This paper considers the classification task, and the factors affecting the choice of classification algorithms. Although many factors are common with other data mining tasks, the focus of this paper is the factors affecting algorithm selection for the classification task. There are several factors that can be considered when selecting an appropriate classification algorithm. Figure 1 shows a categorization of these factors, where each factor is described in details in upcoming sections.

Figure 1. Factors categorization
4. **DATA MINER AND BUSINESS-DEPENDENT FACTORS**

These factors are not technical. These are the factors that depend on the business needs and the data miner experience in the business area of interest where classification is applied, e.g. banking industry.

4.1. **Data miner’s proficiency in the business domain**

The proficiency in the business domain, along with familiarity with the business data and systems, play a critical role in the process of choosing the most appropriate algorithm that can achieve the business objectives. One of the main tasks in a data mining project is translating the business objectives into specific data mining goals. Thus, it requires proficiency in the business domain, so that there is awareness with the challenges that could arise ahead in the data mining process.

4.2. **Familiarity with an algorithm**

The expertise of data miner is very valuable. Choosing an algorithm that will solve the classification task is often challenging and needs a lot of research to be done in addition to studying the datasets metadata as well as the algorithm characteristics. Prior experience with a certain algorithm may influence the data miner’s decision as it could make him/her biased towards the algorithm he/she is familiar with.

Data miners may embrace the algorithms they are conversant with though there is a possibility that the selected algorithms may not be the most appropriate for the task to be performed [5].

4.3. **Algorithm’s ease of use and comprehensibility of the results**

There are two subjective evaluation criteria for a classification algorithm: the comprehensibility of the results and the ease-of-use of the algorithm to non-experienced data mining users [10]. An algorithm is considered as easy to use if it can be implemented quickly, relatively based on data miners experience with using the algorithm. Moreover, with regard to the algorithm configuration
parameter, finding out the best setting has high computational cost, so an easy to use algorithm is the one with good defaults or the one that requires fine tuning [10, 26].

The comprehensibility of the algorithm’s results is also another very important factor. Some algorithms can produce more comprehensible results. Depending on the business, an algorithm result must be explained. For example, if-else rules are often considered more understandable than a neural network. Neural networks are generally viewed as powerful algorithms especially for classification tasks, but the interpretation of the results of the mathematical model that is used behind the scenes is difficult to comprehend than the other types of models [22, 50, 53]. In this case, the business context is the first decider in the choice of the algorithm. A business organization like a bank might disagree to use such an algorithm and could prefer decision trees over neural networks, despite the higher accuracy of neural networks. This is because decision trees result in a rule set that can be revisited and easily interpreted by decision makers in the business, but for neural networks, there are no universally accepted guidelines for its use or its complexity. [17, 45].

So, based on the interpretability of the algorithm results, data miners may select an algorithm that is close enough to result in the required classification results. [5, 31].

5. TECHNICAL FACTORS

There are different techniques for tackling the algorithm selection problem. Researchers depend on different technical factors to build an automated system that tackles the problem. These factors are directly related to the dataset characteristics or the classification algorithm parameters or characteristics.

5.1. Meta-learning

The most appropriate algorithm for modelling a particular dataset depends crucially on the metadata of that dataset [10]. Many studies were carried out considering classification algorithms performance with respect to datasets metadata [22, 31, 56]. The fact that dataset metadata and implementation details may influence the accuracy of an algorithm cannot be denied [22]. All dataset metadata examined so far during the implementation of classification recommendation systems were found to affect the success of classification algorithms rate significantly [5, 10].

Meta-learning exploits the datasets’ characteristics. Different metadata are presented in meta-learning. These features are divided into several categories [18]. Researchers used meta-learning along with historical performance results of classification algorithms to select the most appropriate algorithm on the current dataset. The term meta-learning stems from the fact that the system tries to learn the function that maps metadata to classification algorithm performance estimates [15]. It is used to gain insight into the algorithm’s behaviour with datasets with certain meta-characteristics. Meta-learning might significantly reduce the development time of a classification task by decreasing the required level of expertise for selecting a suitable classification algorithm for a given dataset [18]. and functional use of meta-learning is building a system that maps an input space consisting of datasets to an output model space consisting of classification algorithms [16]. Different evaluation criteria could be used to evaluate the systems built: mostly accuracy, computational complexity, robustness, scalability, integration, comprehensibility, stability, and interestingness [22]. Several approaches have been developed in this area and it was reported that, regardless of the approach used by the system to select the most appropriate algorithm, the selected algorithm, has high chances of good performance [26].
Meta-learning is not used only to tackle the algorithm selection problem, for example, the authors in [29] tried to resolve the main issue in Knowledge data discovery process, which is the support of data pre-processing. As any difference in the pre-processing techniques followed can affect the classification algorithm’s accuracy or speed [22]. The system gives advice for Pre-processing based on datasets metadata extracted by DCT; Data characterization Tool. The research results showed interesting and helpful pre-processing can be defined that is based on the several test statistics that are calculated. The dataset metadata was used to give an indication of the complexity of the dataset. Other metadata measures indicated the dispersion of values the dataset variables can have.

Although a lot of attention was paid to data pre-processing importance, it can’t replace the importance of classification algorithm selection problem. It was reported that the classification algorithm selection process is very important despite the data pre-processing [22]. The nature of dataset determines the most appropriate classification algorithm for it.

Depending on studies of meta-learning, multiple systems have been developed. By using meta-learning, classification algorithms can be accurately recommended as per the given data [8, 22]. Many different metadata have been proposed in the literature. This meta-data is obtained from different concepts, thus can be assorted into three main groups: simple, statistical, and information-theoretic [18]. The central idea is that high-quality metadata provide information to differentiate the performance of a set of classification algorithms [16].

There are different approaches to address the algorithm selection problem. Ofttimes, the selection method is not compared with the other methods [26]. Systems considered so far involved: 1- Case-based reasoning systems, the system has the ability to reason its selection by keeping track of how a problem is solved [25], along with knowledge about past problems. [19] is a case-based reasoning system supporting classification algorithm selection. 2- Classification or regression: algorithm selection task is a classification task that can be solved using a classification or regression algorithm to predict the most appropriate classification algorithm, using a dataset of historical datasets metadata along with classification algorithms portfolios.

For non-experts, it is recommended to use case-based reasoning systems for the algorithm selection problem, [26] due to its simplicity. Case-based reasoning algorithms achieve high performance in the algorithm selection task, with respect to the number of historical datasets considered.

Besides manual meta-feature selection, there is work on automatic feature selection for meta-learning [18]. Sometimes reducing the set of metadata increases the performance of a meta-learning system [32].

There is a need to develop an adaptive system which will be smart enough to select the most appropriate classification algorithm [8]. In [25] different approaches to exploit meta-learning to select the appropriate algorithm were discussed. [25] discussed a perspective view on how to exploit metadata and build a dynamic learner, that improve their bias dynamically through experience by piling up meta-knowledge. The interesting approach Dynamic-bias selection was discussed. Dynamic-bias is about considering using different subsets of metadata in the dataset meta-learning studies. Since the algorithm selection task is itself a classification task, so different feature selection approaches studies could be applied to metadata as well. In this case, the dataset used is a dataset of metadata about historical datasets, where each dataset is represented in one row, as an example/instance and each attribute represents a metadata measure.
[27] proposed a factor analysis for datasets with a large number of attributes so that the independence among the factors is ensured and the importance level can be measured and new factors can be discovered. Using the method proposed in this study, relevant datasets metadata can be selected based on necessary and sufficient conditions of significance and completeness. Not only meta-learning that could affect the choice of an algorithm, recent experiments suggested that parameter tuning may affect the classification algorithm accuracy notably [8], but not all of the studies considered parameter tuning. On the same hand, some data pre-processing attempts can affect on the accuracy for some classification algorithms [22]. Keep in mind that the choice of an appropriate feature selection method depends on various dataset metadata; data types, data size and noise [28].

5.1.1. Dataset metadata: Simple, Statistical, Information theoretical

Simple metadata or general data characteristics are measurements which can be simply calculated i.e. extracted for the whole dataset i.e. obtained directly from the data [8]. Statistical metadata is mainly discriminant analysis and other measurements, which can only be computed on numerical attributes. Statistical metadata depicts the statistical properties of the data, e.g. kurtosis. Information theoretical, are metadata which can only be computed on categorical attributes. Although statistical metadata is originally developed for numerical attributes while information theoretical for numerical, both metadata types can be converted to each other, by discretization [18]. A collection of dataset metadata used in different studies is presented in Appendix B.

Statlog project [10], is a comparative study of different classification algorithms. The project tried to depict datasets as a meta-learning step towards creating if-then-else rules that identify under what circumstances which classification algorithm is feasible [6]. These results can be exploited to build models that specify when each algorithm is feasible. The results are strong hardcoded rules or guidelines to guide the algorithm selection process. The metadata considered by Statlog were simple and statistical. Statlog compared the performance of 23 algorithms from symbolic learning, statistics, and neural networks on 21 datasets for the classification task. In StatLog, most of the algorithms had a tuning parameter that was set to its default value, when feasible. Datasets were pre-processed, and the algorithms were evaluated based on the number of criteria. Three of the evaluation criteria were objectively measurable: accuracy, misclassification cost, and the time taken to produce results the other two were subjective: the comprehensibility of the results and the ease-of-use of the algorithm to users with relatively little or no experience. As concluded by Statlog, different learning methods are suitable for different problems. The guiding rules concluded by Statlog listed at [10], they were all dependent on the dataset metadata. The ruleset can be turned into a system of if-else and recommend an algorithm for a dataset accordingly. The Data characteristics tool (DCT), is implemented in a software environment (Clementine) [9]. The DCT is widely used for calculating the three dataset metadata groups about a given data set. In [8], algorithm selection is proposed for classification tasks, by mapping the metadata of datasets extracted by DCT and the performance of classification algorithms. Then for a new dataset, metadata are again extracted using DCT and K-similar datasets are returned. Then ranking of classification algorithms is performed based on performance, and classification algorithm recommended for the problem at hand is based on the highest rank. The study was based on 11 simple metadata, 2 statistical and information theoretical. Results were generated using nine different classification algorithms on thirty-eight benchmark datasets from the UCI repository. The proposed approach used a K-nearest neighbour algorithm for suggesting the most appropriate algorithm. The experimentation showed that predicted accuracies for classification algorithms are matching with the actual accuracies for more than 90% of the benchmark datasets used. It was concluded that the number of attributes, the number of instances, number of classes, maximum probability of class and class entropy are the main metadata which affects the accuracy of the classification algorithm and the automatic selection process of it.
Another large-scale project that utilizes meta-learning is METAL [11]. METAL’s main objective was enhancing the use of data mining tools and specifically to expand savings in the experimentation time [16]. The METAL project [13] focused on finding new and significant data characteristics. It used metadata of the datasets along with the classification algorithms to learn how they can be combined. The project resulted in the Data Mining Advisor (DMA) [12]. DMA is a web-enabled solution that supports users in algorithm selection by automatically selecting the most appropriate classification algorithms. It was developed as an implementation of a meta-learning approach. DMA provides recommendations for classification algorithms in the form of rankings. A list ordered from best to worst is produced. The list is sorted in consonance with a weighted combination of parameters as accuracy and time taken in training [16]. DMA uses the DCT and a k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm to rank ten target classifiers. The DMA presented two different evaluation approaches for the ranking of the classification algorithms; first technique makes use of the ratio of accuracy and training time and the other ranking technique is based on the concept of data envelopment analysis [14].

[18] performed an exhaustive evaluation of the three dataset metadata categories along with other factors for meta-learning using regression. The research was based on 54 datasets from the UCI machine learning repository and from StatLib. It was concluded that utilizing the dataset metadata for algorithm selection performs better than the baseline. [18] utilized the Pearson product-moment correlation coefficients, to automatically select highly correlated metadata from the metadata groups for the set of target classification algorithms. It was shown that the automatic feature selection selects the most useful metadata. This is one recent research area, utilizing automatic features selection techniques to select the most significant metadata measures.

DM assistant tool [7] and Algorithm Selection Tool, AST [19] use a case-based reasoning approach to support classification algorithm selection. AST benefits from data characteristics extracted by DCT and considered application restrictions for the algorithm selection process. AST gives the user recommendation which algorithm should be applied, along with an explanation for the recommendation in the form of past experiences available in the case base. A new algorithm can be added to the case base of AST easily without testing on all historical datasets. [19] considered the use of all of the three dataset metadata categories in building AST. The metadata was used to compute the most similar cases. All the classification algorithms of the case base were tested with their default parameters values, no fine tuning for the parameters. Also, AST had no preferences in the metadata extracted by DCT, they were all used with equal importance. The results were evaluated, overall the accuracy of ACT for the most appropriate algorithm of the first similar case is applicable in 79%. For datasets with only numerical attributes or with numerical and categorical attributes, the rate is over 85%. While datasets with only categorical attributes are less than 68%. This is an indicator that the metadata for the categorical attributes are still insufficient and those additional measurements are required. Fine tuning for the categorical attributes or selecting the most relevant ones could enhance the accuracy of AST for datasets with only categorical attributes. Some of the dataset metadata may be irrelevant, others may not be adequately represented, while some important ones may be missing [24].

DM assistant offers the users the most appropriate data mining techniques for the problem of interest. The system automatically extracts the most relevant metadata from a given dataset to find the most similar cases. Some of the metadata extracted by DM assistant are the number of classes, the entropy of the classes and the percent of the class mode category [7]. There were no specific details of the metadata extracted and used to measure the distance with historical datasets to find the most relevant.

In [21] the complexity of each dataset was measured by considering its metadata. The three metadata categories; simple, statistical, and information theoretic were considered for each dataset. A total of 21 metadata measures were calculated. Most of the metadata measures
described in [23]. The overall accuracy of the system in predicting the most appropriate classification algorithm is 77%. This makes confidence in the metadata measures used by [21] good enough to be used in other studies. [21] trained a neural network to predict a classification algorithm performance. Dataset metadata are fed as input to the neural network, and the output is a ranked list of techniques predicting their likely performance on the dataset. To model the classification algorithms performance, 57 datasets were used from the UCI machine learning repository, a total of 21 metadata measures that describe the characteristics of the data were calculated. And six classification algorithms were modelled.

The goal of [20] was to assist users in the process of selecting an appropriate classification algorithm without testing the huge array of classification algorithms available. [20] aimed to determine the dataset metadata that lends themselves to superior modelling by certain classification algorithms by introducing a rule-based classification approach (C5.0) for classification algorithm selection. Most of the generated rules are generated with a high confidence rating. The metadata of the datasets used in this study described in [21]. The metadata of each dataset was extracted and quantitatively measured, it was combined along with the empirical evaluation of classification algorithms performance, to generate the rules. The rules generated for all eight classification algorithms based on the classification performance of 100 datasets.

[24] presented a meta-learning approach to boost the process of selecting an appropriate classification algorithm. It used the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm to detect the datasets that are closest to the dataset of interest. The research studied the importance of a relatively small set of dataset metadata, but it is believed that this small set of metadata provide information about properties that affect algorithm performance. Performance of the candidate classification algorithms on the datasets was used to recommend the most appropriate algorithm to the user in the form of ranking. The algorithm’s performance is evaluated using a multicriteria evaluation measure that considers the accuracy and the training time. Results show, most of the metadata used were useful to select classification algorithms on the basis of accuracy. To avoid bias, the author recommended using feature selection methods at the meta-level to select the appropriate metadata for a given multicriteria setting. A visual analysis of the set of metadata was performed aiming to identify the measures that appear to provide less useful information. The visual analysis was done by analyzing the correlation between the values of a specific meta-attribute and each algorithm’s performance. The research metadata used were simple, statistical and information-theoretical, described in details by [23].

[22] used metadata that represents a set of characteristics that affect the classification algorithms’ performance. Regression models developed in this study that offer hints to data miners about the classification algorithm expected accuracy and speed based on dataset metadata. Moreover [22] studied the correlations between dataset metadata and accuracy and it was found that all these metadata can affect the classification algorithm performance, i.e. make a significant difference in the classification algorithms success rate. Criteria used in the classifiers evaluation are mostly accuracy, computational complexity, robustness, scalability, integration, comprehensibility, stability, and interestingness. Ten datasets collected from the UCI Machine Learning Repository were used to run the 14 classification algorithms. Datasets were preprocessed and all numeric attributes in the datasets were converted to categorical attributes by binning them into intervals within ±1 standard deviation and saved as new attributes. The results showed that some of the classification algorithms studied cannot handle continuous variables and dense dimensionality. Moreover [22] claimed that the metadata: the high number of variables and the high number of instances increase the classification task difficulty and impact the algorithm classification power. In summary, all dataset metadata were found to affect the success rate significantly.
exploited DCT to extract metadata from datasets. The three metadata categories were considered. [30] proposed a Zoomed ranking technique. In the zooming phase, the k-Nearest Neighbor algorithm is employed with a distance function based on a set of dataset metadata to identify datasets from previously processed datasets, that are similar to the one at hand. These datasets performance information is expected to be relevant for the dataset at hand. In ranking phase, the adjusted ratio of ratios ranking method is used. The ranking is on the basis of the performance information (accuracy and total execution time) of the candidate algorithms on the datasets selected in zooming phase. [30] made no investigation on the metadata used, whether they are relevant or not. And, no investigation was made to determine if different weights should be assigned to them in the distance function. Metadata measures were chosen because they are provided by DCT and were used before for the same purpose. Although no statistical support, it was claimed that zooming improves the quality of the rankings generated, which gives an indication that the metadata used in the study is good enough to be used in other studies.

Although all of the studies discussed here made heavy use of metadata of datasets, and showed the different techniques necessary to build effective meta-learning systems, it is emphasized the importance of studying alternative meta-features in the characterization of datasets [16].

There are a lot of studies for the metadata extracted from the datasets. This unleashes two research questions, 1- should different dataset metadata be considered? 2- How good are the available feature selection techniques in selecting significant metadata.

5.2. Landmarking

Landmarking is a new and promising approach to extract metadata [35], that utilizes simple and fast computable classification algorithms [18]. Landmarking attempts to determine the position of a specific dataset in the space of all available historical datasets by directly measuring the performance of some simple and significant classification algorithms themselves [25, 34, 35]. One idea of landmarking is about characterizing datasets by classification algorithms themselves. Landmarking features can be seen as dataset characteristics, where these characteristics represent the performance of some fast, simplified versions of classification algorithms on this dataset [15, 24]. These simplified versions of the algorithms are called landmarks [37]. This means that landmarks are estimates to the performance of the full version of the algorithms for a given dataset. There are some conditions that have to be satisfied when choosing a landmark, described in [37]. Based on some classification algorithm evaluation criteria, one algorithm is the winner over another for the dataset at hand.

Another idea of landmarking is to exploit information obtained on samples of datasets and the full version of the algorithm. Accuracy results on these samples serve to characterise the datasets and are referred to as sub-sampling landmarks. This information is subsequently used to select the most appropriate classification algorithm [16].

Experiments showed that landmarking selects with a mild and rational level of success, the best performing algorithm from a set of classification algorithms [34]. Experiments show that landmarking approach compares favourably with other meta-learning approaches [38]. It was reported that landmarking-features are well suited for meta-learning [37]. The landmarking features are acceptable and can be used to build systems for selecting the most appropriate classification algorithm for a dataset. Using landmarking features for predicting the most appropriate classification algorithm - out of pair and out of all available classification algorithms - has been evaluated by different researchers [18].
Although many research studies were done in the area of landmarking there are still many open challenges in this area that need additional experiments and research.

### 5.3. Model-based Metadata

Model-based metadata is a decision tree model -without pruning- different properties, created from the dataset [18,35]. Examples of decision tree model properties are number of leaves, number of nodes, nodes per attribute, nodes per sample and leaf correlation [35]. The hypothesis is that the decision tree model induced from datasets owns the characteristics that are highly dependent upon the dataset. There is a number of important connections between dataset characteristics and induced trees, the properties of the induced tree model are mapped to data characteristics in [39].

In this approach, instead of using classification algorithms’ performances to describe datasets, as in landmarking, or metadata measures of datasets, as in the traditional approach algorithm’s hypotheses were used [39].

### 5.4. Characterization of Classification Algorithms

There are many classification algorithms available in the literature, all of them need one or more predictors or attributes to portion the data, and a target to predict. Because classification algorithms have different characteristics, this allowed grouping them according to their characteristics, many studies were conducted to compare the classification algorithms in terms of performance: Accuracy, Complexity, and Training Time [22, 31, 43, 45, 47, 56]. Studies also revealed how feature selection could improve the classification ability of classification algorithms [28, 44]. Studies considered combination/ensemble of the models of several algorithms as it usually has a positive effect on the overall quality of predictions, in terms of accuracy, generalisability and/or lower misclassification costs [42, 44, 53] For instance, random forest, is ensemble algorithm, and it is known as one of the accurate classification algorithms [43].

Although algorithms within the same group, share many characteristics like how new instances are scored, differ in the other characteristics. Each group has its strengths and weaknesses [10, 42, 43]. The classification algorithms were mainly grouped into 3 different groups [10, 31]; symbolic algorithms (Trees and rules), statistical algorithms and neural networks. A brief description of categories of classification algorithms is presented in Appendix A.

#### 5.4.1. Predictors fields and target field(s) types

Some classification algorithms can be used with categorical and continuous predictors while others can be used with categorical only [41]. Also, some algorithms are more appropriate than others when it comes to the predicted field, or the target, as some are able to classify only categorical targets. Neural networks, for example, can handle any predictor and target. So, this is a decision making factor, in the process of algorithm selection problem.

#### 5.4.2. How are missing data handled

Missing values are a common occurrence in datasets, and handing these missing values needs a strategy to be followed. As a missing value can have different meanings in the dataset. Classification algorithms treat missing values differently. Some algorithms cannot process missing values in the dataset whereas others can. Commonly, algorithms ignore the missing values, or discard any raw in the dataset containing missing values, or substitute the missing values with the mean if the attribute is continuous, or deduce missing values from existing values.
Handling these missed values is a very important subtask in data preprocessing phase [10, 31, 41, 55]. That is one reason, why the ratio of missing values is always importantly considered as a significant statistical metadata measure of the dataset and considered in many pieces of research [19, 20, 21, 24, 30, 37].

Algorithms handle missing data differently, ways of handling missing attribute described in [54]. Some algorithms just ignore it, others consider it as a new value of the attribute, another handling procedure is to replace them with the most frequent value or the mean [10, 43, 54].

5.4.3. Model Assumptions

A potential problem with different algorithms is that each has one or more assumption [52]. One assumption is the normality assumption [10, 29, 52]. Other examples of model assumptions are the sample size for neural networks [10, 17, 52]. Linearity between dependent and independent variables and the multivariate normal distribution of the independent variable is other assumptions by different classification algorithms groups [10, 52]. The performance of a classification algorithm compared to other candidates depends on the dataset characteristics and how well these characteristics comply with the assumptions made by the classification algorithm [18].

6. CONCLUSIONS

The study of different factors considered when selecting the most appropriate classification algorithm for a dataset showed that the resulted model is sensitive to changes in data characteristics and classification algorithm characteristics. Considering the proposed factors helps data miners recommend an appropriate classification algorithm and build classification algorithms recommendation systems. Generally, more than one factor should be considered to recommend the most appropriate classification algorithm for a dataset.

It was shown that different classification algorithm recommendation systems considered meta-learning, where metadata of the dataset is extracted and studied so that the recommendation system can use the extracted metadata to select the most appropriate algorithm [8, 9, 11, 12, 22]. It was also shown that these metadata can be categorized into simple, statistical and information theoretic [18].

Due to the importance of the stage of selecting the most appropriate classification algorithm in data mining - as it defines the type of results that will be produced, which will later influence the subsequent decisions- different paths were considered to facilitate the classification algorithm recommendation process. It was shown here, landmarking and model-based metadata.

Landmarking exploits simple and fast computable classification algorithms to determine the position of a specific dataset in the space of all available historical datasets by directly measuring the performance of some simple and significant classification algorithms themselves. On the other hand, the model-based metadata utilizes decision tree model -without pruning- different properties. The hypothesis is that the decision tree model induced from datasets owns the characteristics that are highly dependent upon the dataset.

Experiments showed that landmarking approach compares favourably with other meta-learning approaches, but there are many open challenges for further research in the area of landmarking and model-based metadata.
It was also emphasized the characteristics of classification algorithms that can be measured and used as factors to recommend the most appropriate classification algorithm for a dataset. The main conclusion is that: there is no single factor or group of factors that can be used alone to recommend a classification algorithm for a dataset. Although most of the studies for studying these factors depends crucially on metadata of the datasets. It was shown that there are other paths that can be considered as well in recommending a classification algorithm for a dataset. In future work, the factors used to recommend the most appropriate classification algorithm for the dataset at hand have to be refined. The main point is to prioritize the metadata extracted for meta-learning, according to their significance.

**APPENDIX A: CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS CATEGORIES**

**A.1. Symbolic algorithms**

They produce a set of rules that divide the inputs into smaller decisions in relation to the target. Algorithms that produce a tree belong to this group as trees can be turned into a set of rules easily. Symbolic algorithms are very easy to implement, interpret, and represent a good compromise between simplicity and complexity [40, 43, 46]. A lot of studies carried out to describe, review and compare these algorithms [10, 31, 41, 42, 45]. It was reported that symbolic algorithms are a good choice for maximizing classification accuracy if the dataset metadata shows that the data has extreme distribution [10, 45]. On the other hand, they become poor choices if misclassification cost should be minimized, or the dataset has equally important numerical attributes [10]. Studies were also conducted to compare among available symbolic algorithms and evaluate its performance, in terms of the tree size and complexity and training time, for instance [31].

**A.2. Statistical algorithms**

The resulted model of a statistical algorithm is expressed by an equation, and statistical tests can lead field selection in the model. Statistical algorithms assume certain distributions in the data, which makes them more harder than symbolic algorithms but still less difficult than neural networks. Because using statistics science with data allows analysis and interpretation of the data, there are many classification algorithms based on statistics and tremendous quantities of research for statistical algorithms [51].

**A.3. Neural networks**

Neural networks consider the human brain as their modelling tool [22]. Neural networks are used to perform nonlinear statistical modelling, as they have the ability to detect complex nonlinear relationships between dependent and independent attributes in the data [50]. There are multiple training algorithms for neural networks that have been studied and presented, showing how they work [17, 25, 48, 49] They don’t produce rules or equations.

Lately, a lot of emphases has been placed on neural networks, because of it powerfulness in prediction [44, 47, 50]. The accuracy of neural network classifications was found to be significantly influenced by the size of the training set, discriminating variables and the nature of the testing set used [17, 50]. Although its reported robustness, high adaptability and accuracy, neural networks algorithms require large machine resources [10]. Also, neural networks are prone to overfitting. With overfitting, the error on the training set is driven to a very small value, thus the model won’t be able to generalize well to new data [5].
APPENDIX B: COLLECTION OF DATASET METADATA USED IN DIFFERENT STUDIES

Simple meta-features: number of samples, number of classes, number of attributes, number of nominal attributes, number of numerical attributes, the ratio of nominal attributes, the ratio of numerical attributes, dimensionality (number of attributes divided by the number of samples).

Statistical meta-features: kurtosis, skewness, canonical discriminant correlation (cancor1), first normalized eigenvalues of the canonical discriminant matrix (fract1), absolute correlation.

Information-theoretic meta-features: normalized class entropy, normalized attribute entropy, joint entropy, mutual information, noise-signal-ratio, the equivalent number of attributes.
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